
                                                ME 2028- ROBOTICS - QUESTION BANK 

UNIT 1 - FUNDAMENTALS OF ROBOT 

TWO MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Define robot (Nov/Dec 2011) 

2. Define base and tool coordinate systems. (Nov/Dec-2012) 

3. Name the important specifications of an industrial robot. (Nov/Dec-2012) 

4. What is meant by pitch, yaw and roll? (Nov/Dec-2008) 

5. What is work volume? (Nov/Dec-2008), (Nov/Dec 2011) 

6. What is meant by a work envelope? (Nov/Dec-2007), (Apr/May-2010), (May/Jun 2013) 

7. Sketch a robot and name its parts. (Nov/Dec-2007) 

8. What are the four basic robot configuration available commercially?  (Apr/May-2010) 

9. Classify the robot as per the type of control and mobility (May/Jun 2013) 

16 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. (i) Explain the speed of motion in industrial robots. (8)(Apr/May 2010) 

(ii) Explain the  load- carrying capacity of a robot.(8) (Apr/May 2010)  

2. (i) With a neat sketch explain the three degrees of freedom associated with the robot 

wrist. (10) (Apr/May 2010) (ii) Discuss the four types robot controls.(6) (Apr/May 2010) 

3. (i) Classify the industrial robots and briefly describe it.(8) 

     (ii) Describe the major elements of an industrial robot.(8) (Nov/Dec-2012) 

4. (i) Describe in detail the anatomy of an industrial robot(8)(16) (May/Jun 2013) 

(ii) Describe the industrial application of robots.(8) (Nov/Dec-2012)      

5.  Describe the specifications of an industrial robot and with its configuration.(16)  (May/Jun 

2013) 

6. (i) Sketch a robot wrist and explain it’s the joint movements.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

(ii) Briefly explain the need for robots in industries.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

7. Classify the robots according to the coordinates of motion. with a sketch and example, 

explain the features of each type.(12+4) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

8. Explain the various parts of a robot with neat sketch. (Nov/Dec 2008) 

9. (i) Explain the different types of robots(8)    (Nov/Dec 2008)   

(ii) What are the specifications of robots?(8) (Nov/Dec 2008)  

10. (a) Sketch and explain the following configuration of robot. 

(i) TRR ii) TRL:R iii) RR:R (8)  

        (b) Briefly explain in the following terms: 
          (i) Payload (ii) compliance (iii) Precision (iv) Accuracy. (8) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
 



UNIT 2   ROBOT DRIVE SYSTEM AND END EFFECTORS 

TWO MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Which type of drive system is more suitable for heavy load robot application? (Nov/Dec-

2012) 

2. What is end effector? Classify. (Nov/Dec-2012) (May/Jun 2013) 

3. Compare pneumatic drive robots with stepper motor drive robots. (Nov/Dec-2008) 

4. What is the difference between internal grippers and external grippers? (Nov/Dec-2008) 

5. Classify robots according to the drive system. (Nov/Dec-2007) 

6. List any TWO important advantages and disadvantages of a pneumatic gripper. (Nov/Dec-

2007) 

7. What is a mechanical gripper? (May/apr 2010) 

8. How will sensor evaluated? (May/Jun 2013) 

10. Give some examples of tool as robot end effector. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

11. What are the types of hydrulic actuators? (Nov/Dec 2011) 

12. What are the properties of stepper motor? (May/apr 2010) 

16 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss about the salient features of stepper and servo motor with limitations. 

(Nov/Dec-2012) 

2. Describe the types of end effector & gripper mechanisms with simple sketches. 

(Nov/Dec-2012) (May/Jun 2013) (Nov/Dec 2008) 

3. (i))Discuss the types of drive systems used in robots.(12) 

(ii) discuss any one of the types of gripper mechanism.(4) (Apr/May 2010) 

4. (i)discuss about magnetic and vacuum grippers.(8) 

(ii)explain the working of DC  servo motors used in robotics.(8) (Apr/May 2010)  

5. Explain the different types of electrical drives used in robot actuation. (Nov/Dec 2008) 

6. (i) with neat sketch, explain the working of a stepper motor. (8) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

(ii) with suitable illustration explain working on external and internal grippers. (8) 

(Nov/Dec 2007) 

7. With neat sketch explain any five types of mechanical grippers (Nov/Dec 2007) 

8. Discuss about the salient features of different drive systems used in robots. 

(May/Jun 2013) 

9. Discuss the performance characteristics of actuators. Compare electrical, pneumatic & 

hydraulic actuators for their characteristics. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

10. Discuss in detail the selection and design considerations of grippers in robot. (Nov/Dec 

2011) 

11.  



UNIT-3    SENSORS AND MACHINE VISION 

TWO MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Differentiate between the sensor & transducer. (Nov/Dec-2012) 

2. Name any two algorithms for image enhancement application. (Nov/Dec-2012) 

3. Briefly explain the function of a piezoelectric sensor. (May/Jun 2013) 

4. What is image analysis? (May/Jun 2013) 

5. What is triangulation? (Apr/May 2010) 

6. What is smoothing in vision system? (Apr/May 2010) 

7. What is LVDT? (Nov/Dec 2008) 

8. What is meant by segmentation in image analysis? (Nov/Dec 2008) 

9. What is function frame grabber? (Nov/Dec 2007) 

10. State the working principle of the touch sensor? (Nov/Dec 2007) 

11. Name some feedback  devices used in robotics. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

12. What are the application of machine vision system? (Nov/Dec 2011) 

16 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Explain the principal of sensing. Describe force sensing with strain gauge and wrist force 

sensor. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

2. Explain machine vision system with a sketch. Give practical examples of its applications. 

(Nov/Dec 2007) (Nov/Dec 2011) (May/Jun 2013) 

3. (i)With suitable sketch and an application example ,explain the principle of working of 

the following sensors: 

(a) Inductive proximity sensor 

(b) Slip sensor.  (8) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

(ii) Write a note on the applications of a machine vision system.(8) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

4. Explain the segmentation methods used in vision system with suitable example. 

(Apr/May 2010) 

5. (i)Describe the construction ,working and application of incremental encode.(8) 

(ii) Explain the two object recognition technique used in industries.(8) (Apr/May 2010) 

6. Explain the principle of the following sensors and also mention how they are used in 

robots. 

(i) Piezo  elecric  sensor 

(ii) Inductive proximity sensor 

(iii) Touch sensor  

(iv) Slip sensor       (4 x 4) (Nov/Dec 2008) 

7. Describe the classification of sensors and the factors to be considered for its 

selection(May/Jun 2013) 



8. Describe any one algorithm for image edge detection and image segmentation with 

advantages. (Nov/Dec 2012) 

9. Describe the principle and application of LVDT, Resolver and Range sensor. (Nov/Dec 

2012) 

 

 

 

UNIT 4     ROBOT KINEMATICS AND ROBOT PROGRAMMING 

TWO MARK QUESTIONS 

1. List the different robot parameters. (Nov/Dec-2012) 

2. What are the limitations of on-line robot programming? (Nov/Dec-2012) 

3. What is inverse kinematics? (May/Jun 2013) 

4. Write down the basic types of robot programming. (May/Jun 2013) 

5. Determine the translated vector for the given vector v=25i+10j+20k, perform a 

translation by a distance of 8 units in “X” direction, 5 units in “Y” direction and 0 units in 

“Z”  direction. (Apr/May 2010) 

6. Write the meaning of the following command D MOVE (1,10),D MOVE (<4,5,6>,<30,-

45,90>)(Apr/May 2010) 

7. What are the motion commands available in VAL programming? (Nov/Dec 2008) 

8. What is meant by Inverse kinematics of robots? (Nov/Dec 2008) 

9. What is meant by a teach pendant? (Nov/Dec 2007) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

10. Explain any two commands associated with the programming of end effectors. (Nov/Dec 

2007) 

11. Define reverse kinematics. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

16 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Write a VAL robot program to perform pick and place operation on the conveyer 

system. it consist of two conveyors running parallel with centre distance of 600 mm at 

same level. An industrial robot is fixed centrally between the conveyors. The robot is 

used to transfer work pieces from conveyor 1 to 2 at a constant speed. Draw a 

schematic view of the system .assume all necessary dimension. (May/Jun 2013) . 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

2. (i) Consider two frames {A}&{B}.The frame {B} is rotated with respect to frame{A} by 30 

degree. around z-axis and the origin of{B} is shifted with respect to the origin of{A} 

by[5,10,5].the Z a and Z b axes  are parallel point ‘p’ is described in {B} by 1,2,3).describe 



the same point with respect to {A} using the transform matrix                                                                                                   

.(8) (Apr/May 2010) 

(ii) Write short note dynamics of a robot.(8) . (May/Jun 2013) 

3. Describe briefly the kinematics and dynamics of a robot. . (Nov/Dec 2012) 

4. (i) Explain the manual lead through programming in robot application.(6) 

(ii) Write about end effectors command & sensor command.(10) (Apr/May 2010) 

 

5. Derive forward & inverse kinematics equations of manipulator for a particular position. 

(Nov/Dec 2008) 

6. (i) write short notes on teach pendant.(8) 

(ii) Explain the various features robot programming languages.(8) (Nov/Dec 2012) 

7. Using VAL language, discuss the basic commands and explain the structure of the 

program for a typical pick and place operation. (Nov/Dec 2007) 

8. (i) Write a critical note on forward and inverse kinematics of a 3 degrees of freedom: 

robot(10) 

9. (ii) Write a note on lead –through programming.(6) (Nov/Dec 2007) 

10. Explain the various programming methods used in robotics with examples and features 

of each. (Nov/Dec 2011) 

11. Discuss various difficulties associated with the inverse kinematic solution and explain 

‘geometric approach’ used in inverse kinematic problem. (Nov/Dec 2012) 

 

 

 

 

UNIT 5     IMPLEMENTATION & ROBOTS ECONOMICS 

TWO MARK QUESTIONS 

1. List out the few robot applications area in manufacturing. (May/Jun 2013) (Nov/Dec 

2008) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

2. What are the functions of work cell controller? (May/Jun 2013) 

3. How an AVG will differ with Robot?  (Nov/Dec-2012) 

4. List few safety precautions necessary for robotic application. (Nov/Dec-2012) (Nov/Dec 

2007) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

5. What are the three levels of safety sensor systems in robotics defined by National 

Bureau of Standards? (Apr/May 2010) 

6. What is AGV? (Nov/Dec 2008) 



7. How do you calculate the robot economics by rate of investment method? (Nov/Dec 

2007) 

8. Function of robots in a Computer Integrated Manufacturing environment. (Nov/Dec 

2011) 

 

 

16 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss in detail various methods available for the analysis of robot economics. 

(Nov/Dec 2008) 

2. Write a critical note on the steps that a company should follow during implementing 

robotics. (Nov/Dec 2007) (may/june2013) 

3. (i) write a note on AGV.(8) 

(ii) Explain the features of safety sensors & safety monitoring of robots.(8)  

4. (i)  explain the  different safety considerations for robot operations.(8) (Apr/May 2010) 

(Nov/Dec 2007) 

(ii) Explain about robot welding.(8) (Nov/Dec 2008) 

5. (i) explain the working of automated guided vehicles with 

(a) Component –based DCS 

(b) Design with field bus technology.(10) (Apr/May 2010) 

(ii)   Explain the design consideration for workplace safety.(6) (Apr/May 2010) 

6. Write short note on Equivalent Uniform Annual cost and rate of return methods. 

(may/june2013) 

7. Discuss about the implementation issues of robots in an assembly environment. 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

8. Illustrate the economics of robot implementation with help of pay  back 

method(Nov/Dec 2012)  


